
Access to cheaper accommodation 

Reason behind to take this as my campaign because students are taking accommodation 

from private proprietors and they were wasting their international exposure If our 

accommodation is feasible for everyone, we can accommodate more students and it can 

be seen more focused on their studies and accommodating various countries students 

makes a cultural diversity compared to other universities Cambridge is one of the most 

expensive cities in U 

For this I have presented my campaign in Accommodation strategy group as well as 

planning to make 1 to 1 meeting with the estate and facilities team, and I have been 

gathering feedback from students planning to make focus groups

Going through the accommodation campaign which run on last year  

Meeting students in person for collecting students feedback  

Planning to reduce the contract period to make convenient for students  

Met Andy Lefley and Paul Harris to discuss the idea of flexible contracts 

Represented student union in accommodation strategy group making arrangements for 

January arrivals  

 

Increase the number of placements



The main motivation behind this is students are opting placement course because of the 

working experience but it’s hard to find an internship for business and law students, If they 

got an internship they can be more easy to find out a job So after their graduation if we 

could implement a placement that would be really helpful for the students as well as that 

would give them a new experience for their future 

  

For this I have been planning to work with student service, and also made conversation 

with placement and employability manager, For this I have presented my campaign in 

FPT as well as FEC meeting

We created a faculty forum for collecting feedback from students 

Making awareness for students to apply for placement through University  

Made Survey and feedback from students regarding placement issues  

Spoke with student sucess manager matters arising in placement late submission 

Made frequent conversation with student engagement manager  

enquired with Nicola and Abi about having early support for students who want to have 

the second placement year to find a placement and complete the applications processes in 

time 

Mental health awareness and counselling 

session, 

After reading an article, from personal life experience from students issue they all are 

isolate from last year onwards most of them are stressful and it makes lot of impact on 

their life cycle as well and that article stats shows variation in using alcohol and drugs this 

is mainly because of lack of engagement, nowadays we are outsourcing a good mentor 

can make a lot of difference 

Team Campaign -: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SUPPORT  

  

As a team we are decided to do a campaign on International Student Support and 

in this we are planning to do: 

                                                    * Fees Reduction 

                                                    * Improve the Services  

                                                    * Language Barrier 

                                               * NUS (National Union of Students) 

 

Completed on working on facilities and Services Taking 6 university as sample 

Getting contact with other SU 



Now we are working on Fee structure   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


